Status and Tracking System

Purpose

The BW-BPS Status and Tracking System is to monitor the progress of the different planning tasks within the company. The system keeps a record of the iterations which run through a specific planning task in practice (requirement notification bottom-up, resource assignment top-down) and brings together the planning objects created in the planning environment with the employees who use these objects to process the actual planning tasks.

Overview

- Authorization Objects in the STS
- Maintaining Web Services for STS
- Customizing the Status and Tracking System
- Planning with the Status and Tracking System
- Integrating BI Integrated Planning
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Related SAP Notes/KBAs

1822357  STS: Sending start e-mail does not work
1046146  BI planning sequence in STS does not start
1574798  STS: Dump GETWA_NOT_ASSIGNED in BSP application TUNGUSKA
1177665  Performance problems in STS Customizing
1315911  STS: "Open Planning" pushbutton is always active/visible
1277377  The same subplan is always opened in transaction BSP_TC
1237840  Incorrect logon lang. when you open planning layout from STS
1243656  Authorization concept for Customizing in the STS
761388   BPS Web: Which HTTP services are required?
811598   BPS STS: Read receipt flag in e-mails